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Creative Kindergartens – Bulgaria
In their book, ‘Creative Schools’, Ken Robinson and Lou Aronica graphically reveal that great
things in education unfold from the bottom up. You can’t generate creative magic by decree.
The image below shows an encounter between the directors of Creative Kindergartens (the
two on the right).

Katia from Ruse is standing and Petya, the hostess at ‘Brothers Grimm’, is sitting.
Petya and Katia have the courage to immerse their teams in new experience and to wait to
see what happens.
The experience includes visiting Aarhus in Denmark where they met personnel and parents
in a number of kindergartens.
The experience involves interactive learning led by members of the teaching staff from the
Faculty of Education & Social Studies at VIA University College.
The experience involves hearing EQ personnel explain the places where national cultures
meet and differ.
The experience involves showing things to parents.
Most of all, the experience involves being curious, exploratory and reflective.

Danish pedagogy won’t work in Bulgaria but bits of it can help provoke the type of creative
change that Ken Robinson and Lou Aricona talk about.

Aarhus, Denmark
Two study trips and a total of 32 Bulgarian visitors.
We did not go to listen. We went to see and do.
The Midtbyens Dagtilbud group has 5 nurseries for children aged 0-3 and 6 integrated
facilities – nursery + kindergarten – for children 0-6.
We visited a number of the places for children 0-6.
What did we notice?

 The places are very small compared to Bulgarian facilities
 The outdoor areas are especially landscaped and equipped to encourage
adventurous place. In fact the boundary between indoors and outdoors is fairly
blurred
 Most areas indoors are accessible to parents and interaction with the staff is highly
informal
 There are lots of male staff members and students learning new skills
 Children move around indoors independently and choose their favourite places to
hang out
 Staff a vigilant but they are not intrusive – instructions are rare
 Adults and little ones engage with one another side-by-side and at the same height –
literally. They do things together, like putting out snacks
 There is a strong orientation towards self-directed play
 Objects are readily accessible to children
 Children and adults MOVE. They move a lot

Soren Milling is a nursery-kindergarten director and we visited his facility.
We paid special attention to the outdoor area.
Soren has visited ‘Brothers Grimm’ and ‘Snow White’ to help Petya and Katia explore the
potential for re-design of the play areas.

Interactive Learning
Interaction involves listening, doing and discussion and this pattern has been sustained
despite COVID-19 quarantine restrictions.
The emphasis is on shared experience.
Many activities are childlike. They are that way for a reason.
There are 24 courses lasting 3 to 4 days delivered by 4 trainers, Johanne, Mette, Elisabeth
and Jan-Erik each of whom deliver one course per semester. There are 6 semesters.
Claus, who leads the project, has also been to Sofia where he spoke to mums and dads.
Before the COVID outbreak, the Danish trainers traveled to Sofia as did pairs of teachers
from Ruse.

Aligning Cultures
At the start, Equilibrium told VIA a great deal about care and education for children aged 0-7
in Bulgaria.
EQ team members help during the interactive sessions.
The discussions during the sessions are designed to be open and frank.
As far as possible, ALL staff take part and not just the pedagogues.
Let’s call the exercise Cultural Exploration.
Let’s remember that it works in two directions.

Little ones like mud

Little ones like to dress up

Little ones like you to get down to their level

Showing Things to Parents
Mums and dads in Sofia have met the some of the Danish team members.
Parents have seen demonstrations and have been told about the objectives of the project.
We all use social media.

Curiosity, Exploration & Reflection
There are routines to follow and to keep account of.
The school preparedness of those in pre-school has to be assessed and workbooks are
important.
It is challenging for any Bulgarian teacher to reflect on what they do on a day-to-day basis
and to ask: “What can I change? Can I actually do this of my own volition? Am I enthused
enough to tell my colleagues?”
It’s challenging for any teacher, in any state system, in any country.
It calls for an environment that offers psychological safety. This is where teams work best. It
has been proven.
Petya and Katia have done a fantastic job in allowing both laughter and frowns because
positive change demands both.
And change is taking place. Step-by-step.
It comes from talking about the way you do things – critically – and seeing the world from
the child’s perspective.
Remembering what your senses told you, aged 4.

Intense listening

Who’s curious? Reflective?

You can do it outdoor as well

Who needs
drums?

o

We don’t.

In April, 2021, the project was an award winner.
“We guarantee a happy childhood”
State Agency for Child Protection, Bulgaria

Read more about the project on:
http://eq-bg.org/en/category/early-childhood/

